
 

ACRC Drafting Policy  
 
Each year the travel teams are dismantled at the end of the season. The captains of the current 
team will select the initial for the next year. The team will then vote in a new captain who will 
select their co captain.  
 

First Draft Timing 
❖ Grudges (A team) select on Nov 15 
❖ Brawlers (B team)may select their team on Dec 1 
❖ Home teams will be built up of all the non travel team skaters. These teams are selected 

by the training team each year by Jan 30. The teams must be split as evenly as possible 
when it comes to skill and attendance.  

 
Second Draft Timing 

❖ Grudges Feb 15 
❖ Brawlers Feb 20 

 
Eligibility for New or Returning Skaters  
(Please see CoC re: return after LOA) 

❖ Must have passed minimum skill requirements and/or been reassessed by trainers upon 
return 

❖ Attendance requirements must be met for a minimum of one month  
❏ 70% travel teams 
❏ 30% home teams 

 
Drafting for New or Returning Skaters 

❖ The skater will be named to a home team once they have attended 30% of practice for 
the month.  

❖ Once they have attended 70% of practices in a month, the skater is eligible for drafting to 
a travel team 

❖ A team gets priority for drafting new skaters before the B team 
 

Expectations 
If a skater is interested in being drafted to a TT they should reach out to the captains of that 
team to get specific feedback on what to work on.  
 

Borrowing Skaters  
ACR lending out skaters: 

❖ ACR skaters are permitted to play for other leagues as long as they prioritize ACR first  
❖ To avoid stacking teams, if a skater plays for another team outside of ACR they should 

play at their skill level or above. Playing “down” is only acceptable when playing in mixed 
scrimmages.  

 



 

 
Borrowing Skaters within ACR: 

 
❖ Grudges can borrow from either the Brawlers or Home Teams. 
❖ Brawlers can borrow from the Home Teams 

➢ Skill, ability to work with others, attendance are some of the metrics captains will 
look at when filling spots on the team.  


